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This game is a lot of fun to play sadly only having one level it really is fun, the cenpet of it is different from a lot of games i play
where you can shoot your way through of something whilst this game takes a more inercent approach to it all where your are
controling a drone to save people, the game's first level felt a bit more like a find and collect game then action adventure game
whilst yes you do have to be a tad intrude it felt too straight forward except with the the way to defuse the bomb, overall i think
it has a lot of potenional but dont make levels that just find the key to find another key and to find... you get the point.. A superb
game. So far, I've only completed the game once, on Easy, but I'm keen to go back for more.

The game puts you in charge of flying across space to rebuild a destroyed civilisation. You will spend most of your time
scanning and mining alien planets for fuel, and repairing the two probes that you use to do that; you will also navigate across a
star map in seach of rest systems and the end goal. The game is structured as a roguelike (c.f. FTL: Faster Than Light), which
means the map is randomly generated each time and if you die, you have to start again from the beginning with a new map.

The gameplay is intutive and fun - every run you learn from your mistakes and feel rewarded for doing so. The repair sections
in particular make good use of the motion controls, although they can begin to feel repetitive after a while.

The graphics are very impressive, and run well on my GTX 1070. The sense of scale you feel when repairing these gigantic
space probes is particularly well done.

Overall, this is a polished and engaging experience, and it has my wholehearted recommendation.
. this game is crap. Got this game with the Eidos Anthology sale, thought I just play this game to kill some time. Turns out this
game is really additive and pretty diffcult even on the easy setting.. Very hard 10/10 .

Very cheap and fun.

How to destroy a friendship.
1.Take a friend.
2.Challenge him to finish this game.
3.Let him play.
4.Cheat Engine
5.$$$
6.Profit.. While most people knock this game for it's bad controls and graphics, I for one, am having a great time with this
game. I find the controls are odd at first, but then again I've never flown a helicopter. While I do not have a joy stick, the
keyboard controls are completely customizable are becoming much easier with play. In my opinion they do not inhibit gameplay
at all. Besides its comic relief when you accidently blow up from hitting a tree because you put too much deceleration while
trying to land. The blury graphical "problem" that I've seen mentioned can be easily fixed in the options menu by turning off
depth blur and movement blur. All in all, I think this is a fun simulator that is worth giving a shot. I would suggest waiting to
pick it up on while it's on sale though.
P.S. you get to pick up a beached whale in the third mission. Nice, minimalist designs but not much else here. You click, and
click, and click some more, and then the story's over.
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The prologue is amazing, the rest of the game is not good.

The game has inconsistent mechanics and too much RNG. You'll spend 10 minutes at the beginning of every mission crouch
walking at a snail's pace only to have the game to roll the dice and decide you lose. Maybe the game will make it obvious that
you've lost, or maybe it will string you along for another 15 minutes even though you are in a no-win scenario.

Hiding and being silent is the CORE mechanic, yet hiding and being silent sometimes just doesn't work. I haven't been able to
find a consistent way to determine when it isn't going to work. But, sometimes, an enemy will just divert from it's path and grab
you. This is very frustrating since there is no other way to play

I played this game when it was fairly new, and it had flaws but was playable. The last few updates made this game a chore and
frustrating.

There is an invader option that was added. Another player can invade your game and ruin it for you. Want to turn that off? Too
bad.. Currently I can only play the game for about 15-20 minutes before my neck and shoulders start hurting a lot.

While the game is extremely fun to play, it sucks that I'm moving around so much when I already have back issues. :(

. cant get dlc to download. Kinda torn on how to rate this title. The devs are active on the discussion forums and are very open
and respectful, which in and of itself is a breath of fresh air. It's definitely still in an early alpha phase imho. I run a higher end
rig and I still get really long loading times and graphical glitches. Aiming is still very glitchy and hitting anything with a gun is
really hard to do. NPCs just sit or stand in position. The infected are crazy OP and will almost instantly kill you. Some items still
have placeholder icons when they spawn (so they look like a cube and not like what they're supposed to be).

So, having said that, please be aware that you're technically buying into a game that imho is still in a very early stage of
development. The devs decided to throw it on Steam I can only assume to have some kind of cash flow, which after three years
they're likely in dire need of. So I'd think of the $20 it's currently going for as a kind of kickstarter type of investment, and not
as if you're purchasing a title you're actually going to play now. Because, for me at least, the game isn't really enjoyable in it's
current state.

I look forward to logging in every time they release an update.. A rich experience focused on the inevitable. You follow your
main character's journey on the acceptance of his deletion by traveling and consulting with the inhabitants of other locales
moments before their Garbage Collection. You have two primary options when speaking with the villagers, lightning or prayers.
Lightning will help you escape the current level, or access secret areas that will aid you achieve your closure. Prayers will create
a shelter based in your own town, which will protect the player from the deletion storm - literally lightning that deletes objects.
Your ultimate goal is to survive long enough so the main character accepts his fate. The attitude at the time of their deletion
depends on which villages you have been to, how many, and any "secret" areas you have been to which includes objects from
your past and present.

The combat is fairly varied, but not overly complex. It does require skill, and this is certainly not a game you can skate by on
without thinking what you are doing. To receive lightning or prayers from certain people, you might need to remember a fact
about the town said by another villager. The combat can vary from side-scrolling challenges, to zelda-esque dungeon crawling,
to arena "kill-house" style challenges. Depending how well you do can give you bonus lightning or keys which open doors in the
villages, which allow you to speak to more villagers. I would advise against those who think the combat itself is the only reason
to get the game- you will be dissapointed.

In addition to the combat and memorization, the skill of time-management is needed as well. Each village only has a certain
amount of time before it's expiration. You have to prioritize what you need done. This is indicated by a countdown timer in the
upper-right, once it hits zero there is a "stage" of degradation (Which varies how many there are by village). You will then enter
a random combat scenario. Upon completion, you will return to the village which will have become slightly more hostile.
Deletion monsters will roam the village which will delay you in your quest for shelter and closure.

It's an emotional ride that is open to your own interpretation. It does a grim subject matter well and was emotionally captivating
enough to tug me along. And for that I am thankful.
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Edit: Just would like to clarify on something some reviewers seem to have missed (Even though it's in the instructions). This
game does have an auto-save feature each time you load a new area.. When I was a young lad and still had much to learn about
the world, I told my father, "I wanna be jezos", to which he responded, "You're adopted you little
shit\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665".

Now all was good and well because this meant that I could only have a higher chance of being chosen to be Jesus' vessel upon
his return to our frivolous world.

Jesus Christ RPG Trilogy allowed me to experience what it is like to gather holy water for hours on end, burst my ears with
gospel and press all the buttons on my cheap keyboard in an attempt to learn the controls.

The experience of being freshly baptized, being snaked by judas and secretly knowing that Joseph is secretly my father was all
quite soothing to the soul.

10\/9 recommend ~IGN. Absolutely Amazing.
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